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Abstract: This article explores ideas of right-wing Soviet dissidents, using the example of
writer and theorist Gennady Shimanov. The author interprets the evolution of Shimanov’s
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D

uring the leadership of Leonid Brezhnev between 1964 and 1982, Soviet cultural
ideology underwent barely visible yet crucially important ideological changes. The
staunch Marxist-Leninist paradigm succumbed to a more pragmatic orientation. Selfsustaining existence at “cold peace” with society became a principal objective of the ruling
elite. Evaporation of an official ideology prompted a compromise with the upper levels
of society, and drove the regime toward a reluctant recognition of some new ideological
schemes, combining Leninism and nationalistic populism.1
There are various points of comparison between late Imperial Russia, modern Russia
after 2000, and the advent of nationalism during the Brezhnev era. In the late nineteenth
century, when the model of the “enlightened monarchy” was exhausted in Imperial
Russia, the tsar and his camarilla were impelled to increasingly employ populist rhetoric
and promote an ideological model of the “people’s monarchy,” exemplified by Slavophiles and their followers.2 The decrepit Soviet Empire reflected a similar intellectual
context in its final decades. In both cases, a tangible opposition from the right appeared,
painfully observing what it saw as “pernicious changes” and large-scale societal decline.
The “revolutionaries from the right,”3 both in late Imperial Russia and in Brezhnev’s
USSR, manifested a blend of conservatism, xenophobia and Orthodox pietism under the
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ideological umbrella of Slavophilism. The latter served as a referent ideology and a guiding star for many dissidents.4
In Russia today, the agreement between the siloviki (security and military) group, certain oligarchs, church hierarchy, and radical right-wing ideologists is obvious.5 The Eurasian Movement, headed by Aleksandr Dugin, has been especially influential among top
political leadership, and is becoming popular in Russian academia and the mass media.6
The most recent resurgence of modern Slavophilism can be seen Mikhail Iur’ev’s provocative text The Fortress Russia (2004), which suggests economic and political isolationism,
closure of cultural and academic ties with the West, introduction of an old Russian nonmetric system of measure, rejection of the principle of separation of powers, implantation
of a military perspective and rigorous Orthodoxy, and promotion of the concept of Moscow as the “Third Rome.”7 Iur’ev is no political outsider, but the President of Eurofinance
Group, one of the richest Russians, former Deputy Speaker of the State Duma, and an
active member of Dugin’s Eurasian Movement.
All different tendencies of modern Russian traditionalism, Slavophilism and religious fundamentalism can be grouped together under the banner of the “Russian idea,”8
or, more specifically, the “Russian Doctrine,” as formulated in 2005 and supported by
conservative intellectuals of Orthodox background such as Egor Kholmogorov, Mikhail
Leont’ev, Dmitri Rogozin, and Natalia Narochnitskaia.9 This ideology is based on
the revised fundamentals of Russian Messianism: Russian uniqueness, the spirituality
of the Russian people in contrast to the character of the West, the need for a strong
state, economic autonomy, Orthodoxy as the spiritual core of the Russian people,
and Russia as the “Northern”—the Eurasian—civilization, challenging the corrupt
Atlantic civilization. The Russian Doctrine movement, having amassed considerable
economic and political capital and provided itself with the quasi-academic “school of
studies on conservatism,” is a serious political player, which gives another chance to
Soviet underground fundamentalists.10 Since 2000, former conservative dissidents like
Gennady Shimanov, Leonid Borodin and Vladimir Osipov have become noticeably more
active in political journalism and politics and have published memoirs and collections of
articles.11 This present study concerns the ideological stirrings of this movement during
the Soviet period.
The Setting for Fundamentalist Revival
Slavophilism and nostalgia for old rural Russia were espoused by Soviet intellectuals
shortly after Nikita Khrushchev’s dismissal from power in 1964. Extreme popularity of
“village prose,” Orthodox revivalism, and a fast-growing concern for Russian national culture provided the intellectual context for Soviet opposition from the right. The advent of the
so-called Russian Party during the mid-1960s gave way to the Rodina club, an organization
supporting the preservation of Russian architectural monuments, which largely propagandized Russian traditions. Together with Komsomol (The Communist Union of Youth), the
Russian branch of the Union of Writers, and a number of “thick journals”—tolstyi zhurnal,
lengthy works of more than 200 pages, such as Molodaia gvardiia, Nash sovremennik and
Sever—it formed the institutional center of the Russian Party.12 In the 1970s and 1980s,
themes and variations of Russian moral superiority were widely rehashed in the official
press by Iuri Davydov, Fiodor Nesterov, Iuri Seleznev, Vladimir Naumov, Arseni Gulyga,
and many others.13
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One, however, should not overestimate the importance of this new trend. The traditional
strategy of the state was divide et impera, and the Brezhnev regime used the Russian Party
to counter the influence of liberal dissidents, not to give them pass. It is not by chance
that after the regime rebounded from its struggles of the 1960s and had recovered from
internal uprisings and riots in Eastern Europe,14 it vehemently attacked the Russian Party
in 1972.15 Even Mikhail A. Suslov, who was considered to be the chief supporter of the
patriotic movement, expressed fear for the dissident Right as a force, potentially able to
galvanize the popular movement in the USSR.16 Thus, underground conservatives were
often detained in mental hospitals (Shimanov, Valery Emel’yanov, and Anatoly IvanovSkuratov are all examples) and even in labor camps (such as Feliks Karelin, Igor Ogurtsov,
Mikhail Sado, Evgeny Vagin, Borodin and Osipov).
There is vast literature dedicated to Russian nationalism under the Soviet regime. The
first tendency in historiography, embodied by Aleksandr Ianov, emphasizes the perils
of theocracy that are connected with such a revival.17 Ianov correctly noted similarities
between Islamic fundamentalism and the dissident Right.18 The other trend sees the
religious and nationalist revival of the Soviet Union as agreeable, or even desirable,
because the nation-state model was considered to be better than Marxist ideology from
the point of view of the West’s key interests.19 Russian nationalism was supposedly able
to facilitate the mild transformation of the Soviet Empire to an authoritarian state.20 The
underlying reason was fairly clear; as John Dunlop put it, “Any attempt to apply the
White Army slogan of a ‘single, indivisible Russia’ would result in the disintegration of
the Soviet Empire.” 21
It seems, however, that Sovietologists—meaning sponsors of Soviet nationalism among
Western intellectuals—miscalculated, not in the final outcome of encouraging nationalism, but in understanding the essence of the movement that they supported. Figuratively
speaking, they rode the wrong horse, not because it failed but because it was not a horse
at all. My intention is to prove that the most relevant intellectual context for interpreting
Soviet underground neo-Slavophilism is not nationalism as an alternative to Marxism, but
fundamentalism as a counterblast against modernity at large. Fundamentalism generally
“represents a mobilized, radicalized traditionalism,” attempting to “restore an idealized or
imagined social order” of the past.22 It moves away from the complexity of modern life,
from urban life, from a modernized society of alienation, from the “permanent revolution”
of industrialism; it imagines the community as based on simplicity in lifestyle, on personal
relationships, religious values and a traditional economy.23
The discursive universe of Russians, even admitting the term “nation” and its derivations, in fact imbued it with a different meaning, more relevant to a Messianic worldview,24
traditionalist implications and anti-Westernist sentiments. The most pronounced tension
was not between Russians and non-Russians (thought this juxtaposition also took place),
but between the concept of the “good old days” and corrupt modernity. Anti-Semitism,
which increasingly took hold of underground dissidents; anti-Westernism (in particular
anti-Americanism); and elements of xenophobia are not necessarily characteristic of
nationalism—one could be a xenophobe but not a nationalist.
Shimanov and the Seeds of Fundamentalism
The most relevant and visible figure of fundamentalist tenor was Gennady Shimanov.
While there is limited literature devoted entirely to him, his ideology was viewed as quite
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paradigmatic in the realm of Soviet right-wing dissidents.25 He is typically identified as a
National-Bolshevik,26 but, as John B. Dunlop remarked, he in fact was heavily involved
in the resurgence of revivalism (the vozrozhdentsy movement, which fortified the role of
the Orthodox Church), and nationalism, promoting xenophobia and the notion that “Russia is for the Russians.”27 It would also be one-sided to equate Shimanov exclusively with
Orthodox Messianism, as is done in the work of Jane Ellis.28 Nikolai Mitrokhin, in his
groundbreaking study on the dissent Right, compares Shimanov to the “epigones of the
Russian Party”—the well-established circles of nationalists and Communists who supported Komsomol leaders and were often involved in the publication of “thick journals.”29
This thesis is hardly credible, because Shimonov’s ideology considerably differs from
what had been suggested in Molodaia gvardiia or Nash sovremennik, which supported a
more moderate version of Russian nationalism.30 Moreover, despite his political position
as an outsider, Shimanov gained popularity among both underground rightists and foreign
analysts of the Soviet Union.
Shimanov was born in 1937 in Idritsa, a village in Russia’s Velikie Luki region. His
parents were peasants; his father had been killed on the Eastern Front in World War II, and
his mother supported the family as a teacher. He grew up in Moscow, where his parents
had moved before the war. He became an excellent student and a Komsomol activist, but
in his autobiographical essay he describes feelings of the senselessness and falsehood
of everyday life, which haunted him.31 He despondently observed the gap between lofty
Communist ideals and the struggles faced by the majority of the Soviet people.32 On the
eve of his final exams, he quit school and signed a contract for a timber-cutting job in
Siberia, where disillusioned Russian youth often traveled for work.33 What he found there,
in addition, were inveterate criminals and corrupt bureaucrats. The former routinely stole
his warm clothes; the latter delayed paying his wages for months. Finally, he decided to
move southward. He vagabonded for a year around Tashkent (now the capital of Uzbekistan), and after receiving notification of his mother’s serious illness, made his way back
to Moscow. There, he was drafted into the Soviet army, where he began to acquire a deeprooted aversion to military service and a love for the work of Fyodor Dostoevsky, whose
books he read in abundance. After his release from military service in 1957, Shimanov
devoted himself to self-education at the Historical Library of Moscow, and, especially, in
the smoking room of the library, where a sort of debate-society had formed among similar
enthusiasts of traditional ideals. Shimanov studied Russian classical literature, philosophy
and mysticism. The writings of Friedrich Nietzsche and Nikolai Berdiaev made especially
strong impressions on him; Berdiaev greatly contributed to Shimanov’s association with
Christianity and his dislike of material decadence.34 But his preference for old philosophers came into contradiction with the relatively low social status of an unskilled part-time
laborer, rendering him critical of his own social surroundings.
Religious Overtones
Shimanov’s conversion to religious faith constituted another factor of his intellectual
evolution toward fundamentalism. His enthusiasm for religion began around 1962, when
he befriended Father Dmitry Dudko, one of the most influential religious dissidents of
the time,35 who became Shimanov’s confessor.36 Shimanov’s religious experience was
so intense that he gave up work, and for two months subsisted on bread and tea, gradually pawning his belongings. He became malnourished and ill, recollecting later that “it
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was psychologically unbearable for me to care for anything earthly;”37 indeed, the local
police force became aware of his derelict state, threatening to arrest him for the crime of
“parasitism.” In order to avoid criminal prosecution, Shimanov feigned having a mental
disorder, and in 1962 he was admitted to Moscow’s Gannushkin Psychiatric Hospital,
where he spent two and a half months being treated for his “belief in God” via insulin
shock-therapy.38
When he was finally released, he was still not yet fully Orthodox, vacillating
between Baptist theology and Orthodoxy. In 1963, he visited one Moscow church and
felt an overwhelming urge to receive Communion. He recollected, “It straightened
my life. I perceived its influence as
tangible as people feel food, drink“Shimanov’s conversion to religious
ing, warmth and cold.”39 Official religious persecutions pushed Shimanov faith constituted another factor of
further toward a dissident mindset; his intellectual evolution toward
he began to publish articles on reli- fundamentalism.”
gion and politics and put them into
circulation in samizdat (contraband
literature printed and passed between
readers at an underground level).40
His essay Pushkinskaia Ploshchad’,
devoted to the concept of the jural state, struck a positive chord with liberal dissidents, including writer and human-rights activist Pavel Litvinov. Shimanov became
acquainted with Vladimir Bukovsky and Aleksei Dobrovol’sky, recognized leaders in
the dissident movement. Dobrovol’sky, who later became involved in the activities of
the National Alliance of Russian Solidarists, occultism, paganism and anti-Semitism,
probably impressed Shimanov most of all.
After having been accused of disseminating religious propaganda, Shimanov was
again placed in a mental asylum in 1969, but this time under protest. He tried to attract
public attention to his detention, went on a hunger strike, and openly blamed doctors for
carrying out the instructions of the KGB. Potentially as a result of this more-publicized
incarceration, he spent only a couple of weeks there for a “medical checkup,” and was
released.41 Soon afterward, he put his notes Zapiski iz Krasnogo doma (Notes from a Red
House)42 —modeled after Dostoyevsky’s novel Notes from a Dead House—into illegal
circulation. Here, Shimanov caustically berated the methods of his psychiatrists, again
accusing them of being directed by the KGB.
In the early winter of 1969, another attempt was made to arrest Shimanov on the
trumped-up charge of “breach of labor discipline”; police officers came to his workplace,
but he was able to escape before they could arrest him. For several months, Shimanov was
on the run, hiding in his friends’ homes. As a guest at one of these homes, he met with
Vladimir Osipov, a renowned monarchist and a religious guru of the right-wing dissident
movement. In 1971, Osipov launched the journal Veche, the only periodical of the underground conservatives, which was printed and disseminated in samizdat form. Shimanov
became a regular contributor to the journal and a participant in this circle.
Osipov, along with Father Dmitry Dudko, had a decisive influence on Shimanov, who
was already prone to religious universalism and cosmopolitanism.43 His first article, published in 1971 in Veche, expressed pronounced Orthodox ecumenism.44 This collaboration,
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however, did not last long, as Shimanov soon moved more actively to the right, glorified the
Soviet state and the Communist Party as “instruments of the divine intent,”45 and accused
religious dissidents of not being good Christians because they were not sufficiently loyal to
the government. This ideological turn occurred in 1972; later, Shimanov actively collaborated with such right-wing figures as Anatoly Ivanov-Skuratov, Vladimir Prilutsky, and
Feliks Karelin. He edited Moskovskii sbornik (Moscow collection), the literary miscellany
Mnogaia leta (Many Years), and the periodical Nepriadva. He wrote a number of articles
and full-fledged treatises, such as Traktat o liubvi (A Treatise on Love), Pis’ma o Rossii
(Letters on Russia), Protiv techeniia (Against the Current) and others. By the mid-1970s
he was already well known in Moscow as a dissident leader.
Promoting Anti-Westernism
Although Shimanov saw the root of all evil in the West, he also subsisted on Western
humanitarian aid—in the form of food and clothing—that was distributed among Soviet
religious propagators by some Christian organizations.46 He also relied on spreading his
views via tamizdat—literature smuggled and published abroad. In so doing, he guaranteed
his security inside the USSR; international publicity in many cases prevented repression
by the KGB. Thus, his Notes from a Red House was recorded and broadcasted by some
Western radio stations in 1969, sparing him from more determined prosecution and from
another incarceration.
However, from the late 1970s onward, as his vision of the Soviet state became more
tolerant in proportion to fast-growing hatred of the West, Shimanov seemed to enter into a
kind of brittle alliance with the state institutions. There is an assumption that Shimanov’s
underground almanac Mnogaia leta, published in 1980 and 1981, came into being with
the direct permission of Mikhail A. Suslov, the Communist Party’s main ideologist,
whose influence often surpassed that of Brezhnev.47 Some scholars believe that this semiunderground journal was bolstered by the KGB as an attempt to discredit so-called “religious revival” in the Soviet Union.48 It is more likely that the KGB turned a blind eye to
Shimanov’s activity, considering it a counterbalance to the actions of liberal dissidents.
Veche was also tolerated—in spite of a critical report issued by Gavlit, the Chief Directorate on Literature and Publishing—well until October 1972, when Communist Party
member Aleksandr Yakovlev published strong anti-nationalist sentiments.49
Ten years later, continuous stagnation in the economy, a prevalent agricultural crisis,
and the ongoing war in Afghanistan again pressed the regime to appeal to the patriotic
feelings of the Russian people. Vladimir Soloukhin, Vadim Kozhinov and Sergei Semanov
published overtly nationalistic and religious essays in the journal Nash sovremennik.
Shimanov’s writings flourished in this atmosphere. However, soon after Suslov died in
1982, the security service decided to put an end to “flirting with the little god” (“zaigryvaniia s bozhen’koi”): Shimanov was summoned by the KGB and instructed to stop editing
Mnogaia leta.
A similar fate befell other patriotic undertakings: immediately after Suslov’s death,
Kommunist and Pravda, official Soviet publications, attacked Soloukhin, Nash sovremennik, and the nationalist intelligentsia at large.50 In 1983, the court heard the case of dissemination of samizdat documents by Borodin, and Shimanov was summoned as a witness
against him. Shimanov, according to one source, confirmed that he had helped disseminate
the documents, but later claimed that he was irresponsible when he had done so, citing his
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time in mental wards.51 Another source, however, claimed that Shimanov testified against
Borodin but then partially renounced his testimony.52
When Mikhail Gorbachev’s Perestroika reforms were introduced in 1987, Shimanov’s
voice was muffled by the louder propaganda of “legal nationalists” at the Nineteenth Party
Conference (such as Valentin Rasputin and Vasily Belov), and by statements made by the
nationalistic groups Pamiat and VOOPIK (the All-Russian Society for the Preservation of
Historical and Cultural Monuments), with which he was reported to be in close collaboration.53 In the twilight of Perestroika, two influential right-wing dissidents published their
manifestos. In 1989, Igor Shafarevich, a leading Russian mathematician and a well-known
dissident, published his controversial text Russophobia, which had been circulated in
samizdat form since 1982.54 Shafarevich warned against copying Western models, exploiting openly anti-Semitic arguments in order to save the Soviet state.55 Within the next year,
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn published Rebuilding Russia, in which he restated many of the
ideas of pre-revolutionary conservatives who criticized Western democracy and advocated a
model of “people’s monarchy” based on a system of local self-government.56 A key impulse
behind both Russophobia and Rebuilding Russia was the prevention of letting the Soviet
Union become similar to Western democracies; Shimanov reacted to the challenges of Perestroika in his own specific ways, but his underlying mantra of anti-Westernism was much
the same.
In 1987, Shimanov launched the journal Nepriadva, and had released 19 issues of it
by 1991, when photocopying costs became high to continue printing it. By that time,
Shimanov had become a political outsider, vigorously promoting anti-Semitism and conspiracy theories, and had broken off from more moderate followers of the “Russian idea.”57
His article entitled On the Secret Nature of Capitalism (1990) presents typical conspiracy
theory, citing the unwanted encroachment of the “Israelites and Masons” on the Soviet
state.58 (As a note: Shimanov currently lives in Moscow, and since 2000 has regularly
published articles—mostly on the problems of religion and the family—in which he has
taken an even more Orthodox fundamentalist stance, further denouncing the Soviet state
as a construct of secret sects of Jews and Masons.59)
Shimanov and Cultural Identity
The intellectual evolution of Shimanov from a Komsomol activist to an underground
fundamentalist can be attributed to a profound crisis of identity. The underground fundamentalists usually were of simple origins, born in the 1930s, who did not witness Stalin’s
purges and grew up after World War II. Normally they came from the ranks of the most
deprived and dispossessed “new Soviet intelligentsia.”60 Lowering of social status and
threats to the social identity of certain groups triggered mechanisms of adaptation61—a
symbolic escapism that favored religion and the past, interpreted as repository of everything good.62 The present, by contrast, was considered corrupt and in decline. Radicalized
traditionalism became characteristic of fundamentalist undertakings,63 and was powered
by the intense feeling of impending social crisis. In this context, Osipov wrote, “The land
impoverished: fish became scarce in rivers, mountains lost forests, and fields beget no
longer corn . . . The land became poor of love.”64 Vladimir Poresh and Aleksandr Ogorodnikov echoed this sentiment, citing “Awful moral decline, alcoholism, debauchery, tidal
wave of barbarous hooliganism,”65 and observing that “We live in the epoch of global
ideological crisis . . . We witness the decline of the great period of late Enlightenment . . .
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which had led the world to the verge of collapse.”66 Shimanov himself observed industrialized modernity with no less skepticism, pointing to a “dreary uniformity of life,”
feelings of “endless orphanage,” and “vague recollections of something else.”67 Not only
the underground fundamentalists, but also working-class rural citizens, were susceptible
to such pessimistic and apocalyptic moods, especially in the decade before the collapse
of the USSR.68
Anthropological pessimism greatly augmented Shimanov’s apocalyptic vision of modernity. He contemptuously noted, objecting to the famous saying of writer Maxim Gorky, “A
man is not a word of pride . . . he can be easily squeezed to complete nonentity. Sometimes
it is even tempting to assume that the
human nature is worth anything but a
“Radicalized traditionalism became
spit.”69 In another text, he wrote that “A
characteristic of fundamentalist
man is a worm, made of dust, writhing
undertakings, and was powered by
with pain of envy and resentment.”70
the intense feeling of impending
The leaders of the Christian Seminar
on Russia’s Spiritual Regeneration, a
social crisis.”
group of Orthodox dissidents established by Aleksandr Ogorodnikov and
Vladimir Poresh in 1974, later arrived
at the same conclusions, stating that
“A man, this sounds pitifully and sometimes disgusting.”71 Shimanov interpreted the
disruption of natural allegiances, moral degradation, alienation, terrorism, insecurity and
consumerism of the contemporary world as symptoms of humans’ emancipation. To him,
this was the way in which one’s malevolent core, not restricted by the regulations of a
traditional society, manifested itself.72
The West, taking pride in personal liberty, was, by this analysis, a hotbed of corruption.
Like Islamic fundamentalists, troubled by the relaxation of moral standards, Shimanov
attacked the West for poisoning the whole world with atheism, drugs, sexual permissiveness and “moral anomie.”73 He proclaimed that the Western world was rotting away,
indulging “the devouring spirit of mercantilism.”74 He had, however, rather nebulous
notions of the Western world—where he had never been—and borrowed much of his argument from official propaganda.
Very indicative in this context is Shimanov’s misunderstanding of Vassily Shulgin.
The latter, a pre-revolutionary conservative and the deputy of the State Duma, who had
survived wars, revolutions, emigration, Stalin’s labor camps and exile to the countryside,
hosted Shimanov at his residence in August 1975. There, the following curious conversation took place:
Shulgin: How many times there have been spoken of the “rotting West”! But it is always
rotting and rotting, and never ever rots away.
Shimanov: Is the sexual revolution not telling of decay? Families fall apart because of this
sexual revolution… Europe is the pesthole of debauchery.
Shulgin: Why debauchery? I lived in Europe for many years but I noticed no debauchery at all!
Shimanov: I see that we are more conservative than you.75

Shimanov recognized the soundness of Western civilization’s fundamental aims and the
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inherent willingness of its people to try to do good.76 But his goal was to prevent the Soviet
Union from following the same, purportedly pernicious, path, along which he believed
America had already been trotting toward global crisis.
Shimanov continued to sharpen his anthropological pessimism, railing against Western
precepts of liberalism and democracy. “Freedom,” he said, was too abstract a term to be
practically used. It stood for nothing, and was a mere formality, able to be analyzed as
either good or evil. The concept of freedom was therefore less important than the true
substance of a society—its moral core. Freedom, according to Shimanov, should simply
denote that “good husbands and wives” act benevolently and usefully within society, countering the ability of villains and plutocrats to exploit honest people.77 The other limitation
for the liberal notion of freedom, he said, was a feeling of obligation. If understood as
a negation of responsibility, “freedom” could mean merely the perpetual capitulation to
one’s petty pleasures and passions.78
In Shimanov’s opinion, Western political institutions, infused with this wrongly understood concept of freedom, were not able to bestow true independence upon people. In fact,
democracy was nothing more than a deceptive mirage, covering up the power of money and
the dominance of capital and avarice with the sumptuous sheen of representative institutions.79 His other argument was that democracy was indifferent to morality and unable to
recognize and reward spirituality, thus persistently confusing the best societal elements
for the worst.80
That democracy became repulsive in Shimanov’s view is no surprise—conservatives
routinely mocked democracy for being “a tyranny of the basest majority.”81 To Russian conservatives, democracy posed a deadly threat to the country’s uniqueness. But
Shimanov and his colleagues employed two additional arguments: first, the class approach
of Marxism-Leninism, disclosing economic interest behind democratic procedures; second, conspiracy theory, hinting at the vague forces that stand behind Western plutocrats.
In this vein, Shimanov combined the enormous critical potential of official anti-Western
propaganda with Masonic-plot theories.
Shimanov proceeded with his criticism of Western democracy, also attacking freedom
of speech. He instructed his readers that this was nothing but a fictitious construct, noting that a pluralistic and capitalistic system gives priority not to a truthful speaker, but to
a well-paid one. Cultivating a plurality of opinions, he stated, only obfuscated truth and
consolidated the power of a plutocracy.82 In his vision, the mass media swallowed any
attempt at honest criticism of the existing social order. To win an election, in most cases,
meant investing money in the media, so that it became nothing more than another plutocratic instrument of influence. Moreover, “election fever” disguised the fact that there was
no real choice—to Shimanov, candidates were always essentially the same, just packaged
differently.83
Going further, he disavowed the notions of liberty of conscience and religious liberty,
advocating only a rigorist Christian worldview—which, he asserted, was under enormous
pressure from a “godless society.” There was no persecution of religious faith in the West,
but there was also no faith, he stressed, because “religion dies under the onslaught of [a]
godless style of life.”84 What had instead taken precedence in the West was the “religion”
of “pan-legalism.” Shimanov suspected that this fake super-ideology was backed by
some suspicious forces, writing that there was “a striking resemblance between mildness
and hypocritical ambivalence of pan-legalism and Masonry.”85 He saw this situation of
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“veiled” godlessness as even worse than that of overt atheism in the Soviet Union.86 Thus,
Shimanov adopted elements of the official philosophy with a certain intellectual finesse;
the Marxist concept of consciousness as dependent on social context is employed here in
order to prove that the political order has been adjusted to meet the needs of believers. In
the long run, stated Shimanov, this demand can reach the point of theocracy—the only
regime conforming to the consciousness of ardent Christians.
The official ideology, to a large extent, coincided with the ideas of many right-wing dissidents like Shimanov, especially in regard to the maintenance of discipline, the strengthening of morality, the promulgation of sobriety and the enhancement of labor-productivity.
But what primarily brought together these two former foes was an explicit repugnance
for the West.87 Thus, the high-rank nomenclature of the patriotic persuasion, such as
“Pavlov’s group”—a collective of nationalists in the Central Committee of Komsomol,
led by Komsomol leader Sergei Pavlov—carried on a campaign against Western clubs
and dances and promoted youth gatherings based on Russian folklore traditions.88 Armed
with Marxist argumentation, Shimanov offered cogent criticism of the West and modernity,
more consistently than that of pre-revolutionary conservatives. The latter, rejecting the
parliamentary system, capitalism and liberal rights, did not prejudice the Enlightenment
paradigm as such, not maligning freedom of speech, principles of self-government and,
certainly, the importance of human individuality. If the late-Imperial Rightists idealized
not traditional society, but a certain stage of its transformation—be it Muscovy Rus’ or the
period of Catherine the Great—the underground conservatives of the 1970s-80s doubted
the whole of the “modernity project.”
There are similarities to fundamentalism in the right-wing dissidents’ perspectives
on nationalism and religiosity. In principle, nationalism was unacceptable to the fundamentalists because it undermined the supra-natural character of the Soviet Union and
contradicted universalistic and messianic Orthodoxy. However, fundamentalists such as
those who came to power in Libya and Iran often adopted nationalist rhetoric in order to
ethnically and spatially enhance their visions of a “land of purity.”89 So the Soviet underground fundamentalists referred to the Russian nation as “Holy Russia”; as is stressed in
the pages of Veche, Holy Russia does not reside within each individual Russian, but the
quintessence of “Russianness” dwells in three or five utterly righteous men (pravedniki),
who must be living in Russia at the present time.90 Leonid Borodin interpreted the nation
as a medium between people and divine harmony, as a “means for the striving for God”
(Bogoiskanie).91 And Osipov’s other work Zemlia, also a samizdat journal, purports that
“Nationalism is unthinkable in separation from Christianity. Any form of pagan or atheistic nationalism is devilry. . . . The principal aim of the nationalists at the moment is to
revive people’s good morals and national culture.”92 In this way, integrity and the restoration of traditional mores were matters of greater consequence, in the view of right-wing
dissidents, than the well-being of ethnic Russians. The Manifesto of Poresh’s Christian
Seminar notes that the quintessence of Russia is that it houses “Christ’s people.”93 Shimanov echoed these ideas, noting that only an orthodox believer could be true patriot;94
he also coined the principle: “Love your Motherland, [but do] not idolize it. Love it as far
as it is not disgusting to God.”95
Thus, nationalism was of secondary importance for Shimanov and his circle, though
it coalesced with his strong anti-liberalism. Like other underground religious revivalists
of that time (for example, the Christian Seminar),96 Shimanov believed that Orthodoxy
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indissolubly bonded with the Russian people; Russia, in this sense, had housed “Christ’s
people” from the earliest period in the country’s history. As distinct from Poresh and his
circle, Shimanov accentuated the close ties between Christianity and the Russian state.
Shimanov’s utopian formula of combining the Soviet state and Orthodoxy was altogether devoid of nationalist elements. Instead of nationalism, Shimanov proposed universalistic
Messianism. In an open letter to Liah Abramson, a dissident who wrote for the samizdat
journal Evrei v SSSR (Jews in the USSR), Shimanov wrote that at the moment there
remained the two cultures in the world that were still capable of spiritual renovation and
global leadership—the Russians and the Jews. They were both infatuated with Messianism
and highly cultured, he noted, but the Jews, seduced by Zionist nationalism and liberalism,
had forfeited the right to claim a leadership role. The Arab-Israeli conflict, in Shimanov’s
understanding, had manifested the fallaciousness of Jewish contemporary policy. Therefore, there remained the only Russian people, who could still possess a leadership role in
a forthcoming spiritual renaissance.97 In this sense, Shimanov called for the “spiritual Russiafication and Orthodoxing of the whole universe.”98 Many other underground Rightists
drew a parallel between the Orthodox believers in the Soviet Union and early Christians,
concluding that Russia’s calling was to redeem humankind.99
By no means, though, was this akin to a declaration of Russian nationalism. But this
does not mean that there were no purely nationalistic and quasi-fascist tendencies within
the right-wing dissident milieu. Those who opposed ideas of Russian uniqueness and
exclusivity were also prone to downplay the role of Christianity and to praise paganism
and the prowess of ancient Slavic tribes.100 This Russophilism, pertaining to a different
extent to Valery Emel’ianov, Valery Skurlatov, Anatoly Ivanov-Skuratov and others, had
little in common with pre-revolutionary Slavophilism, and visibly differed from the Soviet
Slavophiles in its acceptance of the Soviet regime.
Shimanov did not criticize the Soviet Union as ferociously as did the leaders of VSKhSON
(The All-Russian Social-Christian Union for the Liberation of the People), who compared the
communist regime to fascism,101 nor did he equate the government with the Antichrist, as did
some religious extremists. But, nonetheless, he was not altogether loyal to the state. During the
early 1970s, he opposed Anti-Semitic tendencies, furthered by some state figures and institutions; he also fairly boldly demanded that the state stop “the cold war against believers,” having
published in Veche an address to the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR.102 In this
article, Shimanov openly criticized the regime, referring to it as “inhuman.”103 And he rallied
against the abuse of psychiatric treatment for political repression, disputing Christian Seminar
activist Aleksandr Argentov’s forced institutionalization in 1976.104
From the mid-1980s on, as the regime visibly yielded to what Shimanov perceived
to be the main evil of Americanization, he became more censorious of the Soviet state,
especially of the ruling bureaucracy. He blamed it for cosmopolitism and Zionism, and
even for Masonic conspiracy, stating that “parasitic nomenclature” might be the “natural
ally” to the “mercenary Jewry.”105 He also attacked the Soviet mass media for instilling
Western values and trends within the population. In the late 1980s, Shimanov vehemently
wrote of a “Zionist and Masonic plot” that was poisoning the Soviet people via the mass
media.106 Even popular heroes of Soviet cartoon films seemed suspicious to him; the
benevolent boa, the bear-like Cheburashka, and the crocodile Gena were both fingered
as Masonic symbols. One of Shimanov’s articles denounced the newly released animated
cartoon Kolobok (a round loaf of bread, a character of the Russian popular fairy tale of
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the same name). The story’s happy ending, claimed Shimanov, merely “enfeebles children,
lulls and disarms them, suggesting that there is no evil in the world . . . it sows the seeds
of cosmopolitanism in children’s souls.”107
The other deficiency of the Soviet regime was, according to Shimanov, its mildness—that is, governmental condoning of consumerism, urbanism and the material aims of
labor, which rendered the state akin to the Western world.108 But, on Shimanov’s account,
the main source of evil lay in the godlessness, or rather in the pseudo-religiousness, of
the Soviet regime. He extensively, and not particularly ingeniously, wrote of the parallels
between Marxist theory and Christian doctrine. His conclusion was that the “Socialist
caricature” had gravely distorted the “Christian original,” and that the Bolsheviks, having
established the most perfect state, thus failed to organize a society that could have been
more well-off than the bourgeois regime.109 The Soviet Union, then, possessed the ideal
form but the wrong content. It was neither democracy nor hegemony of the proletariat, as
had been officially proclaimed, but pure “ideocracy”—the power of ideology, similar to
what must have been ideal Christian theocracy.110 This could be, he purported, the Soviet
type of individualism that could herald the future transformation of the country into the
preeminent Christian realm.
Shimanov did not emphasize the mystical aspects of Christianity; for him, as is typical
in a fundamentalist outlook, religion was but an instrument of proper social organization
and a code of behavior.111 In Shimanov’s view, religion was designed to be a substitute for
the Marxist ideology as a method of better organizing of the society. Like other fundamentalists, Shimanov believed that God had a decisive influence on politics and that the Soviet
state had been predetermined to accomplish some universal mission; it was nothing less
than “the instrument for making the millenary kingdom on the earth.”112 On the one hand,
Soviet communism revealed the fallacy of “old Christianity,” unable to realize its principles in practical life and therefore consigned to oblivion. On the other hand, the USSR
brought a principally new type of the “ideocratic state” to the world; this was the state that
perfectly met—at least in theory—the requirements of a society of true believers. The core
of the Soviet system was the omnipotent Communist Party, permeating every single cell
of the society, and therefore capable of carrying out an independent policy, free of selfinterests and the “rabble’s whims.” In principle, this provided an opportunity to transform
the Communist Party into the “Orthodox Party of the Soviet Union,” and, consequently,
to create a “truly Christian community.”113 In this way, Shimanov actually tried to justify
the Soviet regime, claiming that it was “God’s instrument.”114
Promoting Traditional Codes of Conduct
Religious fundamentalism, understood as a protest movement against the liberalization
and secularization of society, generally maintains a patriarchal social model and old-world
ethical standards of family life and gender relations.115 This is namely how Shimanov
perceived the role of the “Orthodox Party of the Soviet Union.” He particularly praised
the policy of interference in private life, such as prosecuting homosexuality and prostitution.116 In addition, he insisted on severe punishment for fornication.117 Similar ideas were
pronounced by Valery Skurlatov in his Code of Morals (1965), which advocated capital
punishment for women who had sexual intercourse with foreigners; the latter were to be
stigmatized and castrated.118 But on the whole, the religious leaders of Soviet dissidents
were skeptical about the prospect of making an Orthodox theocracy out of the Soviet
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Union. Anatoly Levitin-Krasnov, for example, mocked this idea, suggesting that it would
have led to the same suppression of human rights as in the USSR: “a despotic state, having
proclaimed itself Christian, would not become Christian.”119
Shimanov had arrived at these ideas as far back as the early 1970s, perhaps first under the
influence of Mikhail Antonov, Father Dmitry Dudko, and the priests Varsonofy (Khaibullin) and Georgy Petukhov, who at that time collaborated with him on Veche.120 Dudko, for
example, insisted that the Soviet state was unique because it was “from God.”121 These
ideas were in the air at the time; some colleagues of Osipov overtly professed an amalgamated ideology of Marxism and nationalism or of Marxism and Christianity. The first
tendency was embodied by Anatoly Ivanov-Skuratov,122 the second by Feliks Karelin.123
For them, hatred of the West was a stronger incentive than love for the pre-revolutionary
monarchy, and Marxism provided them with an intellectual weapon.
In 1972, Shimanov became involved in another controversy, this time with the editing office of Veche, having pronounced Soviet state “benign” due to there being no real
power but that of God.124 Later, he acknowledged his somewhat excessive views of that
time, which had succeeded in abruptly disassociating him from the credo of Osipov and
his circle. Osipov supported the claim to be loyal, but did not advocate ultra-loyalty to
the point of negating basic personal rights declared by the Soviet state itself. The editor
of Veche responded to Shimanov’s statements, instructing that the regime must “obey its
own constitution.”125 If Osipov censured bellicose liberal dissidents, who were not always
“loyal,” but sided with them on the issue of human rights,126 Shimanov decidedly positioned himself in opposition to the human rights movement.
Following the theories of nineteenth-century philosopher Nikolai Danilevsky, tremendously popular among semi-underground and underground circles of Russian patriots,
Shimanov sketched out Russian history as having been totally dominated by confrontation
with the West. In 1974, he penned a response to Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s A Letter to the
Leaders of the Soviet Union, reviewing the key points of Russian history. Shimanov argued
that it would be imprudent to reject Soviet ideology outright. His ultimate conclusion
coincides with that of the so-called “Eurasianists” of the 1920s, who claimed that Russia
was preordained to a global mission. The Russian Empire of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, however, did not achieve its lofty mission, and was thereby destined to fall. First,
it succumbed to Western influences that polluted Russia with anarchy and atheism; the
monarchy witnessed how the society was rotting away and did not lift a finger to stop it.
Second, the tsar made a grave mistake in subordinating the views of the Orthodox Church
to his own interests. Third, the tsar separated himself from his people, and the gentry,
having severed relations with peasants and indulged in liberalism and capitalism, could
not mediate between the two. Pre-revolutionary conservatives leveled similar criticism at
the Tsarist regime, but Shimanov also placed blame on the conservatives, who could not
expunge social prejudices and insisted on watching over the interests of landlords to the
detriment of the rest of population. In addition, the Russian rightists had tried to redeem the
tsar’s responsibility in moving the country toward revolution. From Shimanov’s viewpoint,
pre-revolutionary rightists were too liberal to exemplify truly Russian thought.
Also by Shimanov’s account, the Bolshevik revolution, though self-destructive, was
largely preferable to the mild democratic transformation of the tsarist regime. “It would
have been irreparable collapse of the whole Christian world,” wrote Shimanov.127 He interpreted the revolution of 1917 as a desperate but salutary action—it was the way in which
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the “Russian soul railed against Westernization.128 In this vein, Shimanov also highlighted
the importance of isolationism, insisting on the prohibition of marriages with foreigners,129
of migration within the Soviet Union, and of international tourism.130 These ideas were
comparable to what was suggested by Ivanov-Skuratov, an author of Slovo natsii (A Nation
Speaks), written in collaboration with Dudko, Osipov and other leaders of the underground
Right who were close to Shimanov.131 In this document, Ivanov-Skuratov infers the necessity to “purify” and consolidate the Russian nation and the “white race” as a whole in view
of the growing strength of Asian and African nations. In practice, Ivanov-Skuratov set forth
ideas of making the Soviet state more centralized and powerful—bolstering the economy,
increasing military production, keeping check on separatist movements within the USSR,
developing agriculture, encouraging volunteerism in the auxiliary police (narodnaia druzhina), and advancing other forms of public support for the state.132
Anti-Semitism
The anti-Semitic pronouncements of Shimanov deserve special attention. In the 1970s,
Shimanov was more of an isolationist persuasion than an anti-Semitic one. In an interview
with the periodical Vestnik RKhD, published in 1977, he pointed at the fact that the Jews
could not be assimilated, referring to them as “foreign tissue” in the Soviet organism.133
Instead, he suggested allotting Jews territory within the Soviet Union, the Crimean Peninsula, or the Kaliningrad region, where the “Jews must live autonomous life, not interfering to the life of the other nations.”134 But in the 1980s, especially during Perestroika, his
ideas drifted more to the right, and he ironically mocked his own previous kindheartedness
regarding Jews. From 1988-1990, he published several issues of his periodical Nepriadva
with the slogan “Today it is impossible to be a true Russian, not being a militant antiZionist.”135 He blamed the Jews for discrediting communism and for transforming the
Soviet state apparatus into a “cosmopolite bureaucracy.” By his account, the Jews and
socialism were irreconcilable, as “socialism is possible only on the basis of patriotism.”136
His extreme anti-Semitism was manifested by the assertion that the Jews did not constitute
a nation, but a social “cancer”; following this logic, he noted that there could be “surgical”
methods of curing it.137
Observing the triumph of Western-style values in the Soviet Union during the period of
Perestroika, Shimanov and other rightist dissidents sought out scapegoats for these principles.138 Anti-Semitism was, however, not part of a nationalist project, because the value of
an empire was, to Shimanov, always more important than that of nation-state. He insisted
that the Soviet Union was not a “mechanical conglomeration of ethnically and religiously
different nations,” but rather a “mystical organism of complementary nations.”139
Anti-Modernism
This “mystical organism,” as depicted by Shimanov, was essentially more traditional
and patriarchal than nationalistic. These features are characteristic of a fundamentalist
worldview. Traditionalism is designed in order to withstand the pressure of modernity
and large-scale social change. Patriarchalism opposes the alienating institutions of the
modern world such as formalism of the written law, an exploitative bourgeois system, and
the complexities of urban life. Instead of this, fundamentalists like Shimanov proposed
to revive a traditional society with strong familial and communal ties, personal economic
relationships, and agrarian-centered cycles of labor.
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Shimanov, Feliks Karelin and some other dissidents of conservative persuasion seconded this type of back-to-land movement and promoted ideas of de-industrialization and
de-urbanization. Writer Mikhail Agursky remarked that the patriotic dissident movement
grew mainly out of “the opposition to the newly constructed Soviet industrial society.”140
A coterie of underground conservatives diagnosed deep crisis of the “Renaissance paradigm,” and observed symptoms of the advent of a “New Middle Ages,” manifested by
an “inclination to archaism, to domostroi [domestic order], to the countryside, to nature,
silence and chastity.”141
Anti-modernist tendencies became especially palpable during Perestroika. Shimanov’s
periodical Nepriadva maintained the necessity of returning to an aesthetic of “sails, windmills, camels and horses.”142 There were also appeals to increase the share of manual labor
in comparison to mechanized labor, to “liberate” Soviet agriculture from industry and to
bring the horse back as a mode of work and transit.143 Iury Aver’ianov, who collaborated
on Nepriadva, called for abandoning cars, citing them as the “main instrument for [the]
Americanizing of the Soviet economy.”144 However, Shimanov noted that until the whole
world renounced industry, the Soviet Union could not undermine its defense capabilities
in such a way—that is, the war industry should remain strong.145 Karelin specified that
ancient Russian towns must be free from factories, while new industrial centers should
play the role of “military and economical advanced posts of the Soviet power”; the outcome would be a “defensive and developing (oboronno-blagoustroitel’naia) empire,”
able to monitor Western encroachments and support citizens’ well-being.146 In this sense,
the ideas of these dissidents did not conflict with the aspirations of the Soviet establishment; many of their views had been uttered by the ideologists of the Russian Party in the
1970s. Osipov, for example, spoke of the idea to curtail the entirety of the automotive
industry in the Soviet Union, excepting only the construction of taxies, buses, and ambulances.147 Solzhenitsyn’s plan for transmitting all Soviet industry to Siberia also had deep
resonance,148 though it was probably borrowed from the ideas of the so-called “Fetisov’s
circle,” a 1960s-era underground group similar to the National-Bolsheviks that was headed
by Moscow researcher Aleksandr Fetisov.149
Ideas of a Traditional Economy
The economic projects of Karelin are also of special interest. His ideas, epitomized in
the work Bibleiskie osnovy politekonomii (Biblical Bases of Political Economy), voiced
the views of Shimanov’s circle, with the single reservation that Karelin advocated a more
risky alliance of Marxism and Orthodoxy while Shimanov excluded Marxism from his
theories. Karelin spoke of capitalism, which was, by his account, exactly the same as
what had been described about the Apocalypse—capitalism “requires sin” and draws
the world toward the end of the days.150 A socialist economy, conversely, could bring
about ideal conditions—it is the only type of economy that is concerned with virtues,
altruism and enthusiasm.151 During Perestroika, these proposals sounded like an appeal
to revitalize the Soviet system, blended with eschatology and the notion of a moral
economy; such an extreme mixture of fundamentalist elements was intended to provide
solace for those living in a time of disorder and instability.152 Conservatives of late Imperial Russia had also entertained the idea of forging an economic system based on moral
precepts, but unlike their Soviet counterparts they did not allow for state interference
in fiduciary relations.
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It would not, however, be correct to assume that the underground conservatives pinned
all their hopes on the state. Like other fundamentalists, they were more concerned with
personal economic relations than with defending the state’s economic monopoly. In a certain sense, justifying the Soviet state, with its alienating economic practices, contradicted
their views on the ideal society. As a rule, the Soviet underground conservatives spoke
in support of partial admittance of private property in the Soviet Union.153 But the state
provided a necessary backdrop for this view, simply because these conservatives had never
experienced any other social reality. In fact, their political views were fairly uncertain;
unlike the leaders of VSKhSON, or the pre-revolutionary conservatives, they never laid
out a description of the structure and function of their desired state, perhaps because they
were too far from the political center to have an objective view of it.
Communal Life, Family Life and the Return to Clan Society
Shimanov and his contemporaries indulged in lengthy treatises on domestic and communal
life, reconstructing an ideal society according to “the letter and the law of the ancient community.”154 Shimanov advocated for a patriarchal and clan-based society in his voluminous
work Traktat o Lyubvi and in a series of articles that appeared in samizdat in the 1970s.
Strict behavioral control, as suggested by Shimanov, is characteristic of any kind of
fundamentalism, but in the case of Soviet underground conservatism this control pertained
more to the restoration of the patriarchal order than to religious ritual. Shimanov did not
reference obligatory prayers or collective religious meetings, as is common in Protestant
or Muslim fundamentalism,155 though this was certainly implied. He exhorted his readers to stand behind—both legally and practically—a husband’s powers over his wife and
children.156 He conceived his plan in moralistic as well as patriarchal terms; in his opinion,
a husband possessed all rights and powers because this state was “natural” and traditional
and because it conformed to divine laws.157 From Shimanov’s perspective, given an innate
inequality between spouses, any attempt to equate them would have led to disharmony and
the disintegration of the family unit. Equality between men and women, he postulated, was
therefore disadvantageous principally to women, who would consequently become dispossessed of familial happiness and of everything that constitutes specifically feminine behavior in gender relations. As Shimanov put it, “equal rights ruin [the] spiritual peculiarity of
women.”158 There is feminist literature that claims that fundamentalism a reaction against
women’s emancipation. In this vein, Shimanov’s speeches can perhaps be interpreted as
a patriarchal attack against the women’s movement.159 It is worth noting, however, that
female underground conservatives largely agreed with Shimanov’s proposals. The almanac
Zhenshchina i Rossiia (A Woman and Russia), the single female-run samizdat journal in
the USSR, held to these principles, rejecting formal equality between men and women in
the Soviet Union. Tatiana Goricheva, an activist in Russian Orthodox movement, spelled
out that “it was not women who were emancipated in the Soviet society, but men who had
been feminized.”160
In practice, Shimanov proposed introducing ancient family rituals such as, for example,
one from the medieval state Kievan Rus’ wherein a bride took the shoes off her bridegroom,
signifying her new husband’s assumption of power over her and the whole household. Shimanov touted the dominancy of the husband, and suggested providing only rudimentary
education to women, noting that this would be sufficient for them to perform their “natural”
roles as mothers and wives.161
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Shimanov also devoted many of his works to ideas of the family, and expressed support
for the corporal punishment of disobedient children. He postulated that the most important element in education was obedience, saying that “it is necessary to teach children
obedience at the first or at least at the second word,” and that “knowledge perfectly enters
[children’s] minds from the bottom,” while maintaining that beating should never become
too extreme.162 The idea of corporal punishment greatly fascinated many conservative dissidents of the time. Valery Skurlatov, whose proposals were closely aligned to Puritanism
in education, was sponsored by Shimanov; he spoke of introducing corporal punishment
at school, in the military and at the university level.163
Ascetic behavior was largely propagated in conservative samizdat. Shimanov held, for
example, that girls and young women should not dress more elegantly than elderly ladies;
that modesty in dress must be deeply instilled in people from childhood; that play should
be scarce and simple; that the abundance of toys corrupted children, making them capricious and fastidious; and that any allowable toys should be made from natural materials
and should resemble traditional wooden or clay dolls, the interactions with which would
teach children imaginative thinking and modesty. He also grimly joked that factories,
the producers of electrical and mechanical toys made from plastic and metal, should be
blown up and their designers shot. Nutrition, he said, should be similarly simple; children
should be fed by coarse, raw and vegetarian food. Any confectionary should be absolutely
excluded from everyday life so that holiday sweets would hold more meaning. The most
important ingredients of Shimanov’s “future cuisine” were “hunger and work on the fresh
wind.”164
Shimanov also prescribed rituals for communal dining. In particular, he emphasized that
elderly people should take the most honorable places at the family dinner table, and that
children should not be allowed at the table of the adults. In a picture sketched by Shimanov,
a family solemnly eats; each member has brought his or her own personal spoon, cup and
plate—all preferably homemade, as non-assembly-line-manufactured items “eradicate
things from impersonality.”165 Another group of advised rituals pertained to sport and
health, and closely connected the warrior tradition with religious ceremonies. He also
wrote of reintroducing the custom of dueling.166
Shimanov’s circle touted a specific program for reforming the educational system, to
be modeled after pre-revolutionary schools (or, rather, his vision of what they had looked
like). He vehemently attacked Dr. Benjamin Spock’s childcare methods, insisting that “lessons should be hard”—severe discipline and respect for seniors should reign at school.167
He stated that education should aim primarily to teach students practical skills and prepare
them for future roles as farmers, artisans, mothers and fathers. Secondary education was
to be religiously centered, based on the study of scripture and other Christian doctrine.
Very few universities, which Shimanov reluctantly consented to retain, should be closely
connected with the Church in order to foster scholarship produced by monks or by a
monastery’s novices.168
The underground fundamentalists of Shimanov’s group circulated appeals to carefully
restore ancestral mores and ways of life, purged of Western influence; these could serve
as a latent force for instilling patriotism and piety and for making people accustomed to
Russian traditions. Thus, Shimanov maintained, Russian dress, ancient Slavic calligraphy,
and the use of the samovar were “more important for the Russian future, than all writings
of Vladimir Solov’ev, Nikolai Berdiaev and Lev Shestov, even put together.”169
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Shimanov’s proposed utopia of a patriarchal clan society conceives of family life as
involving numerous rituals such as coming-of-age and marriage ceremonies. Engagements, Shimanov noted, should be arranged early-on so as to prepare teenagers for an
adult life full of responsibilities. Lasting for many years, engagements could reveal weaknesses of the future spouses and “remove boys’ morbid romanticism” of that age.170 Later,
at the age of 25, a boy should celebrate reaching manhood; from that point on he would
have a personal rifle—to be used only under specific conditions—and may be allowed to
drink light wine. Then, between the ages of 40 and 60, men would possess the status of
“fathers” and have the right to drink spirits. From age 60 on, “patriarchs” would be the
most respected and powerful figures in a clan, who would wear the most sumptuous clothes
and drink the most elegant drinks.171 Shimanov was not alone in suggesting the restoration
of the ancient peasants’ commune; “Fetisov’s group” and Ivanov-Skuratov were, in many
respects, predecessors of Shimanov’s utopian theories.172
In other words, Shimanov espoused only “natural” hierarchies—such as those determined by gender and age—and rejected the more complicated structures of the modern
world that had been produced by modern education and the industrial economy. His
ideal was extremely archaic—even more archaic than what had been suggested by prerevolutionary conservatives. It has been mentioned in the literature that religious fundamentalists have two “golden ages”: the founding period of their religion and a recent
period in which the pressures of modernity had not yet become so explicit.173 In this sense,
Shimanov’s first “golden age” was positioned during the time of the tribal system. He
explicitly stated that the most urgent task of the modern age would be the revival of ancient
peasant communes;174 this was necessary because a communal system would facilitate the
preservation and transmission of traditions from generation to generation.175
This articulated form of traditionalism, common in both fundamentalism and utopianism, was especially tangible in the milieu of the Soviet underground conservatives. Unlike
religious fundamentalists, however, they rendered it more state- and nation-focused. For
conservatives, traditional clans could further the defense capabilities of the Soviet Union,
making the society more militant and disciplined with respect to the West.176 It is important to note that Shimanov and other dissidents had rather loose notions of what this clan
culture should be, conflating it with the peasants’ communes of late Imperial Russia, with
the parochial system, or with the Soviet kolkhoz (collective farming).177
Conclusion
In the 1970s, after the detention of Osipov, Shimanov exemplified the ideals of underground conservatism, but by the 1980s, when his views moved closer to nationalism and
anti-Semitism, his voice had been muffled by those of many other right-wing ideologists.
After the collapse of the Soviet Union, he became a sheer outsider, a legend but not a
relevant political figure. His utopian fundamentalism was not able to compete with the liberal and democratic model due to several reasons. First, his statist propensity pushed him
toward collaboration with the Soviet elite, and, therefore, discredited him and weakened
his arguments. Second, his loyalty to the state made him less noticeable both within and
outside of the Soviet Union. Third, his consistent fundamentalism had little appeal, both
to the political establishment and to the people, because of its unabashed archaism, undermining the achievements of modernity in Russia. Fourth, the eschatological bent of Shimanov’s thoughts, designed for better influencing mass consciousness, was not effective
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in a secularist country. Fifth, there remained unsolvable contradictions between the Marxist methodology and Christian ontology in Shimanov’s ideological constructions; that
is, between positivist optimism and religious anthropological pessimism, between social
activism and contemplative Christianity, and between historical determinism and visionary eschatology. The most important misreading of reality was, however, Shimanov’s
paradoxical etatisme. The state remained the sole agent of modernization during the
Communist period, and was therefore responsible for all evils from the traditionalist viewpoint. But at the same time, the underground fundamentalists pinned all their hopes on the
state, which alone may have undone the wrong. Slightly revising Aleksandr Ianov’s saying,
the conservative utopia of the fundamentalist dissidents combined political infantilism and
Messianism.178
The utopian fundamentalism of Soviet dissidents was one of several responses to the
challenges faced by Brezhnev-era society. Notwithstanding its inner contradictions, this
fundamentalism was an attempt to control the situation of growing nationalism inside and
outside of the Soviet Union; to work for the dissolution of the world’s colonial empires;
and to spark global religious revival, neo-conservatism and the environmental movement.
The Soviet version of fundamentalism was less religious and more social and statist than
other fundamentalist movements that were developing in the West and in the Third World
at the time. It purported to save the spirit of the USSR—a socialist economy, the oneparty system and “ideocracy”—by reinvigorating it with the elements of the archaic past,
such as patriarchal clans and the dominance of religion. Soviet fundamentalists saw their
“golden ages” in the medieval Muscovy Rus’ and the idealized Soviet system of the 1950s.
Everything in between, from liberal rights to industrialization, had been skipped over in
the name of “new feudalism.”
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